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PHYSICAL ANALOGUES TO THE GROWTH OF A CONCEPT 

by 

GORDON PASK 

1. INTRODUCTION 

II{ this paper I discuss the circumstances in which we can say a machine 
ft thinks", and a mechani cal process can, corre~pond to _ concep t forma ti on. My 

point of v1ew about this questIon Is as follows. It Is reasonable to say 
that a machine does or does not "think", In so far as we can consider the 
working of the machine as insane way equivalent to a situation or an act1-
vity, (for example, rIding a horse),- which Is familIar, and In whIch we our-' 
selves are used to taking a part. Thus, when I speak of "thought", (as when 
sayIng a sonata is written, or a hairpin Is Invented, as a result of 
"thou ght"), an end product is introduced on \'tlich to hang the thinking pre
cess. The process itself Is-a descrIptIve expedIent, a kind of analogy. 
Clearly the sonata was not written "by thinking", (in the sense of "by 
magic" or "by using a computor"). 

Thus, my view of thinking can be expressed in terms of the concepts 
"participant observer" and "external observer", as these terms are used by 
Col1n Cherry (ref.6). If'we assume that such an "external observer" watches. 
the process of writing asona'ta he w1l1 seek to descrIbe the stages of the 
process and hewnl have no need to speak of the Ith1nk1ng" • .on the "Other 
hand, if ~ observer does speak of "thinkIng' in ~ch a context he wishes to 
assert, accordIng to my view, that he was not purelY an external observer, 
but to some extent participant. 

SInce it is the participant observer who, by the present hypothesis, uses 
the term "thInkIng" correctly, let us consIder hIs descrIptIon. For hIm 
thought is taking -place about some end product, aDd- although the nature of 
the end product tells us very little about t~e "thInking" as SUCh, It does 
say something about the way that the observer examIned the subject, (or 
going now from our common examples to thinking machines, about the way he 
examined the machIne subrnItte9- for test as a thinking assemblage). Moreover, 
the particular observer conceives that the sonata and the haIrpin were con
structed as he, or we, mIght have constructed them, thOUgh he will be unable 
to say, in so lIIany words, how he would have constructed them hImself. ·· 
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I take the construct.,1on Qf a new conce~t as typical of effective thought, 
and ~ropose to use the experimental material provided by Bruner. Goodnow and 
Austin (ref. 5) , because it bears out current views on concept formation, ' 
is in a form appropriate to the present needs and because their whole des
criptive technique is in terms Of the theory of games. 

Very roughly. at the partly intros~ective level. cpese experiments 
suggest that a thinking process boths builds u~ and employs conceptual 

. categories. These categories are defined in terms of attributes. which may 
. be common to a number of objects in the enVironment, or to other categories 
or to both. 

At each stage in the thinking process a deciSion is made about whether 
an object should be placed in one or another of these conceptual categories. 
Such a sequence . of deCisions is a thinking strategy. The human being tends 
to regard these conceptual categories as definite and well bounded. But, 
obJ ectively the categories are not clear cut, and deCIsions a~~ear to be 
made between imperfectly specified alternatives. The categories are learned. 
or equally well they grow as a result 0 f the strategies adopted, and it is 
not possible to extricate the category 'building from the decision making 
process. 

The authors Cite the case of a histologist. who is learning to categorize 
microscopic structures into those which are or are not a corpus luteum. He 
starts off with attributes like colour, and shape, which somewhat inade
quately de.fine the category of corpus luteum structures. He adopts certain 
strategies in his search, and as a result of these he modifies the original 
categories so that the objects are now specified in terms of a structure 
appropriate to his particular approach. Eventually he acquires what could 
equally well be called a mode of search behaviour or a "labile category". 
Bruner. Goodnow and Austin (ref. 5) call it the concept of "Corpus Luteum
ness". and liken it to a "gestalt"~ The overall process is the growth of a 
concept. 

The experimental and descriptive techniques used by these authors and the 
connection between the technique and the process of concept formation 
enables us to understand the action of a participating observer when the 
"thinking system" is a machine. Bruner, Goodnow and Austin started off by 
examining a lot of subjects without any particular bIas. and arrived at a 
method for descrIbing the thinklng process. '!hey decIded upon a metho.d of 
describing it in terms of thinking strategies, the alternatives in the 
choice sets in the game being "conceptual categories". They then formulated 
a number of matrices. and a kind of "calculus", whereby these matrices 

. could be treated lIke the p~v6ff matrices in a ' ~artlY competitive game.' The 
entries in these matrices are those elements like "hairpin" and "sonata" 
which one agrees to treat as concepts. The formal mathematical o~erations 
with ' these matrices. (which are those operations studied in the theory of 
games). are those operations an external observer would recognise as played 
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according to the rules of the game, i.e. according to strategies he might 
have adotJted. These strategies are then to be rela"ted to the thinking 
strategies which the thinking subject actually indulges in by recording 
his decision concerning the objects that have been agreed to retJresent 
concepts. If the solutions follow any of the courses set by the formal 
mathematician, it is argued that "the subject is adopting a strategy more or 
less like this strategy or that. 

Bruner, Goodnow and Austin are talking about real subjects with whom 
.. conversation in the normal sense is possible, and who can discuss details 

co:,. of experiments. Their arguments would not necessarily apply H the real sub
<~~4;,_,";~2jects had been replaced by mechanisms. An essential feature of this argument 
":;~~ti§LIS" the tacit assumption that the entries in the matr1ces correspond real1s
;t~?jlJ~~"tlcally to "concepts". This assumpt10n is made because of evidence wh1ch 
;'";~1£"fi':;assures the observer that he and the subject are comparable, and which, in 

-~:"'t~;_J:? ~.~' 
."_ the sense of belonging to the same speCies, and therefore presumably of 
having a large fund of experiences 1n common, we conveniently summarize by 
saying that the subject "thinks". Accord1ng to the present hYPothesis such 
a similarity has to be inferred between an observer and any assemblage he 
may hope to describe as a "thinking assemblage". We must now ask what sort 
of evidence is needed in order to establish this s1m11arity for the observer. 
has no "culture" in cammon with the machine. 

Now I have already assumed that it is possible to a-ttribute concept 
formation to something outSide of myself, if, and only if, there is a field 
of activ1ty common to myself and the system concerned, and that if, for 
example, a ch1mpanzee has "grasped a concept", it is because I can imagine 
myself having learned from experience in somewhat the same way. In the case 
I have already mentioned of the horse and" rider, again, the rider might say 
the horse "thinks" because he participates with it in solving the problems 
that are set by a common envirorlIilent, namely the topography of the place in 
which the horse is ridden. 

When, however, we want to discuss observers - those that are ext~rnal to 
the systems observed and those that participate - what is the "cammon 
environment" or field of study that is presupposed? I suggest that it is 
the whole of what we know - vaguely as well as precisely - about The Brai~ 
Indeed, I think "to get an idea of the participating observer by constructing 
machines, you are bound to copy the way one looks at brainS. You must, some
how, keep the brain in mind, and in this sense you do copy the sort of 
relationship we have with brains. There is no question whatever of copying 
the detailed anatomy of a brain, or the deta11ed phYsiology of a brain. 
Therefore, it is of interest that when we have copied, in this not very 
exp11cit way, how we look at brains, in order to construct an assemblage 
we find that the assemblage is rather like a brain 1n these restJects. 

I conclude this introduction with a definition. If an observer, by 
participating in the actIon of a mechanical assemblage, on the supposit1on 
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that he Is to compare the assemblage with the actIon of a braIn, and comes 
to attrIbute concept fonnation to the assemblage In thIs way, I shall say 
that the observer Is in an E. relatIonship with the assemblage. 

SECTION 2 

2.1. Using the analogy of a pIece of brain, what considerations wIll Influ
ence our choice of an assemblage? The assemblage must certaInly satisfy two 
distInct sets of criteria. The first set of crIterIa ste~ from the requIre
ments of any scIentific observer, and are needed in order to make the 
assemblage worth observing from his point of view, namely, the viewpoint of 
someone examining brain-like-artefacts. The second set of criteria are those 
required by a 'Participant Observer' as already defined, and which must be 
satisfied (in his view) if he is to establish an E.Relation with the assem
blage (and thus to regard it as a structure able to form concepts, in the 
sense that assuming this, and acting accordingly, enables him to control 
the assemblage). 

The first set of criteria have been discussed by Beer. (ref.3) in the 
context of Industry and general cybernetics and by Ashby. (ref.2) in connec
tion with 'Black Box' theory. Since they must be expressed, for the present 
purpose, in terms of conditions upon the working and structure of a physical 
assemblage whIch Is constructable, rather than given In nature, these 
criteria will now be lIsted In the manner ·required. 

2.2. The first set of criteria, as required by a scientific or, 'External' 
obseT1ler. 

1. SInce the assemblage purports to be a constructed mechanism it must 
be made of components which have one or more possible functions which are 
known about, and which are put together In a way which Is revealed to the 
observer. 

2. The behavIour of the assem"Qlage must always be observable. Since the 
structure of the assemblage has been. taken as known only the state changes 
of the assemblage. are in the.nerd Qfpossible observations. Thus, the 
above requirement means that the assemblage must continually change state. 

However we may invoke the general prInciple that a real observer has a 
finIte capacity for·observing an assemblage (namely the idea of quantlsed 
observation as considered by MacKay, (ref.9)) to relax thIs cond1tlon, so 

-that It w111 be sufficIent if the assemblage changes state wi thIn .each of 
the shortest Intervals in whIch an observatIon may be made. 

3. The observer must have reason to belIeve that underlyIng the state 
changes of the assemblage, there Is somethIng describable, a sort of con
sistency, or, In other words, that It would be· possIble, if he were a good 
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enough vbserver, to recognIse InvarIant features of the behavIour, 
sUf!1cient for him to make sense of it. 

SUch a descrIptIon (or 'Model" as the term Is used In 'Black Box' 
theory) could, if avaIlable, be Isomorphic with the assemblage In the sense 
that there could exIst a one to one relatIon between entIties In the model 
and the assemblage. Thus manIpulation of entIties In the model would pro
vide an accurate image of the assemblage and vice versa. However the 
fInite capacity, or quantising conditIon, noted in (~ above Implies that 
an isomorphic model wIll not be available to a real observer because he 
will be unable to distinguish sufficient observable states. 

In this case, the consistency condition asserts that the lmperfect model 
which is described should -if possible-be homomorphIc with the behaviour 
of the assemblage. SUch a model Is obtained if the states, discernIble to 
the observer represent a certain kind of partItIonIng of the IdealLY 
observable states. 

Thus an observer might, Ideally, be able to distinguIsh between the 
states a, ~, y and S but due to his Imperfections he may, in fact, be unable 
to distinguish between a and'Y, or ~ and S which we symbolise as a partItIon 
and by writing. 

(a" y) c % and (~" S) c Y for the observable states X and Y. 
But onLY certain kinds of imperfectIon, and partItIoning, are allowed if 

a construction in tenns of the observable states X and Y, is to be the 
homomorph of the Ideal constructIons of the states a, j3, Y, S, In general, 
It is sufficient to insist that the transformation which maps the Ideal 
states of a, (3, yand S, Into the imperfect observer's observable states X 
and Y,_ is a partition which maps a, f3. y, S, into non-overlappIng sub-sets 
of themselves. In this case, suppose that the set Of state transformations 
which specif.y the behaviour of an assemblage as It would be descrIbed by an 
ideal observer, (with unlim1ted access to its interior), form a group, and 
that this grOUP is specIfIed by such an ideal observer, (possibLY with some 
conditions appl1ed), as representing the behaviour of the assemblage~ 1. e. 
as a model of its behaviour. if the imperfections o'f an imperfect observer, 
which WIll, In any case, make the ideal model unavaIlable, are of the 
partIcular kind noted above, It will be possible for the imperfect observer 
to achIeve a model which, though less informative than the Ideal model, Is 
consIstent - which does not contradict though it may not always provide 
reason for - assertions made by the Ideal observer and which is mathematl~ 
cally a group homomorphIc with the origInal group specIfIed by the Ideal 
model. 

4. The grOUps, noted above, must be fInIte. If they are, the possible 
outcomes of state changes In the assemblage will be predIctable, so far as 
the observer is concerned, and In thIs case the assemblage Is consIdered 
as recognIsable, In the sense that the observer can talk about It as an 
entIty In Its own r1ght, as something with a consistent pattern of 
behav1our, and a functIon relatIve to other entitles. 
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5. Finally, there is an overall requirement of non triviality, which is 
·best exemplified by reference to redundant and non redundant data. Thus, 
l1aving agreed to a certain reference frame, namely in this case, having 
agreed to concentrate upon the state changes of an assemblage, being assured 
about its structure, the observer has every right to expect that the 
possible observations he can make are not redundant, within this agreed 
reference frame. If, for example, the structural specification allowed him 
to deduce with certainty that if any state changes occurred, there would be 
an observabl~ sinusoidal tluctuation in some measured quantity at a point 
"X". Though not, perhaps, allowing him to specify its- frequency or ampli
tude, the fact that fluctuations at nx" are sinusoidal is called redundant 
data and its observation is not counted for the purposes of 2 above. The 
observablp. state changes of 2 are such that they may not be predicted by 
deductive manipulations of the a ~riori data. The frequency at "X" and the 
amplitude at "X" might be admissible measurements to make in the sense that 
they might indicate state changes which are not redundant, but even if 
they are admissible in this formal sense the observer will not necessarily 
regard them as.relevant •. Thus, in order to be nontrivial the observable 
state changes must satisfy another and very important condition, namely 
that their observation. implies making measurements directed towards answer
ing the enquiries which appear (to an observer who has agreed to adopt a 
certain frame of reference) as relevant enquiries. 

2.3. Reference Frames 

In Section 1, we described how, to assert the property of thinking in a 
system of any kind, it is necessary to have in common wi th the system some 
sort of context or common field of experience. We now have to make the 1dea 
of context or common field of experience mechanically tractable by describ
Ingand defining "Reference Frames." A reference frame is a region of know
ledge or a region of connected and tentatively confirmed hypotheses. Thus, 
for the immediate purpose we assume that any obse;rver hassOOle initial know
ledge of the assemblage which he. is observing, (say, data about how it is 
bull t), and that he has an obJ ecti ve, to achieve which he must reduce his 
uncertainty regarding its behaviour. in this case he reduces his uncertainty 
by making experiments which involve trials or enquiries and will continue 
so long as -

(i) The results are seH consistent, in the sense of 3 and 4 above, 
(ii) The results agree with predictions based upon his initial knowledge 
which for the moment we assume well founded. 
The kinds of enquiry and, in particular, those attributes of the system 

which an observer deems important, depend not only upon how much he knows 
of the assemblage, but also upon -

1. How thi s ini tial knowledge is distr1 bu ted. 
2. HIs objective in making the enquiry. 
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. The set of al~ possIble enquiries Which is def·Ined on speci fying the 
detalls of 1 and 2, as above, will characterIse a reference fraJlle. 

Some reference frames, for e::ample, "electronics" wnere we always measure 
the capacity, rather than the colour, of a condenser, and "mechanIcs", where 
we examine well specifIed parameters of distInct parts In a machine, i.e. 
the intake rate at a carburettor, are well specIfied reference frames In the 
sense that the set of enquiries relevant to all possIble objectIves of an 
observer is unambi~Jously defined. Because the observer is aware of what is 
relevant and thus, of what may be regarded as extraneous and of what imper
fections may be allowed, his precIsion need not be great. Although a less 
precise observation loses specifiC poInts of detail, the approxImate statIs
tical results remain consIstent, as In 3 and In 4, and thIs is of the utmost 
importance when, either due to hIs own limIts, or to extraneous dIsturbances 
the results are necessarIly rough and ready. The limIting case of imperfec
tion occurs when the assemblage is a machIne, (With Its parts well defined), 
intentionally built to prevent the observer having access to lts state, (and 
thIs system is usuallyealled a "chance machIne"). The observer refers to 
the behaviour of such a machine as producIng a non stationary, or an 
Indeterminate sequence of distinct events. 

Knowledge of those enquIrIes whIch are relevant for a number of objec
·tIves whIch he mifht have adop'ted Implies that an observer may, in the first 
place, conmnmicate the result of hIs lmmedlate enquIry to other observers, 
wIth possIbly dIfferent obJectIves, and secondly may combine the results 
from a specifIc enquiry to substantiate or deny hYPotheses of a more general 
character. (ThIs process wIll be illustrated with reference to fie. 1. I 
shall 'call a reference frame in whIch t~Is process Is always possIble a 
"well specIfIed reference frame"). 

There are many systems where the process Is impossIble and the reference 
frame Is not well specifled, and which, as a result, appear more or less 
indeterminate to the observer. True, the IndetermInacy is due to som~ kind 
of Ignorance, but whIlst in the case already consid~red which In Its extreme 
form leads to a "chance machine", the observer was unable to obtaIn precise 
knowledge about a state of the observed assemblage, there are other cases In 
whIch he Is Ignorant of what states it would be relevant to specify, regard
less of whether he could specIfY them precisely enough if he tried. An 

. ',:' economIst, for example, Is usually unable to IndIcate the "appropriate" 
. :" measures Of socIety and has no satIsfactory model to represent its behaviour 

and in examIning a braIn we encounter the same difficulties as the economist. 
Because of thIs we shall Investigate fIrstly those features of an assemblage 

.. whIch prevent an observer knowIng what .enquIrIes are relevant and secondly 
;. ', :':.? the design of a machIne or assemblage, In whIch relevance criterIa are made 
,At'td1!!1CUlt to .. come by. 

1~~i;'; · 
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2.4. The subdivision of reference frames. 
Any reference frame may be broken down into a number ot regions ot kno~ 

ledge which are self consistent and which will be called "Sub Frames'. The 
reference frame which has been selected for the present discussion, namely 
~the Brain' may be reduced to 'Sub Frames' like 'Electrical observation of 
the brain' (characterised by those enquIries possible for an observer who 
is provided with electrodes, an amplifier, and recordIng equipment and who 
may both stimulate the brain and move his potentia::. sensing electrodes 
about its surface) and 'Laboratory psychology of the brain' (characterised 
by all those enquiries possible for an observer who 1s able to employ 
physical and psychological tests of the whole organls-;:). 

Certain 0 f these sub frames include others, and al: of them are included 
by the original reference frame. A few such relations are shown in fi~. 1 
where the entities, in terms of which.an observers obj~ctive is specified 
and about which enquiries are made have been defined as Ail Bjl ••••• and 
so on according to the sub frame (AJ I (B) •••••• to which they relate. The 
results of actual observations are denoted, again according to the sub 
frame in which they are obtained, as au. bv •••••• and sequences of such 
observations as a*. b* •..•.• and so on. 

Certain sequences of observations are taken to confirm hypotheses which 
propose the existence of the entitles Ai.BJ which have been defined above. 
The sequence at = (au,t, av ,t+l' ••••• as.t+r) at instants t,t+l, ••••• t+r. 
might, for example, be taken to lmply Ai' " 

Because any real observer is limited as in condition (2) he will not be 
able to make direct enquiries about the brain as a whole. However, he may 
submit hypotheses about the brain as a whole, namely an hypothesis in the 
reference frame of the brain but the evidence which confirms or refutes it 
must be obtained from experimental results in some sub-frame such as 
'Electrical observation of the brain'" and the process of using such 
special1sed evidence to conrirm a more general hypothesis is, according to 
the previous argument, characteristic of (and only possible within) a well 
specified reference frame. Thus we further charactepise a well specified 

·reference frame as one in which there exist arguments relating each Ai in 
. (AJ to some Bj in (BJ and sane ••• "Uk in (UJ that are stated explicitly 

. and unambiguously for all sub frames (A), (B), ••••• (0) included In the 
·!'"treference frame • 

. . :;i1Xr;" It is poss1ble to provIde a mathematical foundation in terms of which 
'~~"\:lt cari be more precise about the situation described intuitivelY by. this 

""1,! 

:' (fii. 1). The mathematical foundation centres upon the idea that what we 
\'tend to recognIse in any system of the kind observed in a sub frame like 
'~·(C) is a stability condition or dynamic equilibrium. SUch a condition Is to 
"beldent1!led with the appearance of a cyclic group Of transformatIons 
relating successive results in an observed sequence .• We then imagIne these 
cyclic groups embedded in a more general field of transformations in which 
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the various recognisable features correspond to abstract symmetries pre
served invariant by the various groups. 

To relate this notion to the work of Beer and Ashby which has already 
been noted let us examine a specifi'c case, namely, the electrical observa- , 
tion of a brain in the sub frame (C). 

In this case a sequence of observations-. 
, ci = (cu,t' Cv ,t+l' ••••• Cs,t~.is physically 

represented by a sequence of usually vector quantities which specify elec
trical states-for example-the vector of the potentials manifested at a 
number o'f different sensory electrodes held, in known spatial relationship 
to one another, on the surface of a brain or assemblage. It Is necessary, 
in order that an observer shall regard these observations as conSistent 
that they satisfy the previously outlined conditions and, in particular, 
that T Is finite and that he should be able to obtaIn, from inference upon 
the observed sequence a transformation Af such that an unknown subsequent 
state, namely, at, t, the state Ct+l may be obtained knowIng the state at T 
by using the relationsh1~ 

Ct+l = Cit Of) 

If, for some finite T we llave-. 
ct +r+l = Ct = Ct. (!{)T 

the sequence 1s generated by successive transfonna'tion by fit (that is, the 
sequence is characterised by a cyclic subgroup of J.f). The most elementary 
sequences ci are thus thought of as generated in this manner by correspond
ing transformations Ni included in sub groups say ri which characterise the 
possible dynamic equilibria in this sub frame (and thus the poss1ble cor
responding entities Ci in the sub frame). The ri are regarded as sub groups 
of some group G(C) such that all ri and thus all Ci C G(C)' 

As noted in conditIon (3) the group GC and the included transformations 
will not, in general, be isoroorphlc wi th a behaviour of the, assemblage. 
However, the observer may manifest a particular kind of imperfectIon which 
allows him to have a homomorphic model of the assemblage, and in this case 
G(C) is a homomorphIc representation of an original group G(C)' &It, to 
secure this degree of consistency, the observer must, when select1ng those 
variables which he observes, as components in the vectors Cu' in terms of 
which he specifies the states of his system, know which of the possibilities 
are relevant.* 

From the fact that observers are able to make useful rnd apparently con
Sistent observations in many sub frames for example, that the relations of 
the Fi in (F) are deemed clinically useful, it is argued that Similar 
relations between observable entities and the underlying state changes must 

* An extenslonor these Ideas to the more userul reglon or probablllstlc observa-
tlons Where (If the model Is conslstent) the elementary dynamlc equlllbrla are 
represented by flxed polnt vectors of a stochastlc matrIx, Is possIble, but 
wlll not be attempted 111 thls paper. 
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eXist, also, in sub frames other than (e) but that they may not be so 
readily expressed; 

An equivalence relationship, $, 1s thus de!1ned as mean1ng that, 1f Ai $ 
~i the entity Bj in rB) 1s causally related to, or determined by the entity 
Ai in (A). and the existence of a consistent structure (whether readily 
eA~ressible or not) in all sub frames of a reference frame is taken to 
imply and be implied by a set of relationshIps $ between the entities Ai' 
Bj •...•• included in the reference frame. 

Thus, if Bj = An experimental pattern viewed by a subject and if 
ek = A particular_dynamic equ1l1brtum 1mplied. by an observable 

sequence ck (such as several, coincidently recorded, impulse sequences 
in some region 0 f the sub.1 ects brain). 
The relationship Bj $ ek would exist if ek and Bj occurred as a pair 

under sim1lar circumstances on otper occassions-namely-wi th the same 
pattern a.'1d with the electrodes in the sarne re-gion of the brain. AS noted 
alreadY in slightly different tenns, at the start of the mathematics~ this 
kind of structure is taken to characterise a well specified reference 
frame. 

2.5. Interaction and participation. 

At ~ls poInt let'us recall the idea, Introduced in Section 1 of an 
external, or unbiassed and scientific observer a.~d a 'Participant' 
Observer. In' any 'specified reference frame (for the purpose of the demon
stration It ,will be best to keep the sub frame (e) in mind) these observers 
are two extremes, arid most observers adopt a position somewhere between 
them. The External or The participant approach is favoured according, in _ 
the first place, to the objective which an observer seeks to achieve, agd 
secondly, to the character of the assemblage itself. 

'Thus someone who wishes to dominate an assemblage, to achieve a parti
cular dynamic equilibrium 'say, will be unable to do this by ~ external 
approach unless he has a mass of a prIori knowledge ~bout the assemblage to 
help him. LaCking this he is bound to interact wi th it and, in doing so as 
well as in order to do ,so, he is bound to participate. In other words, if 
he seeks a relation with respect,to the assemblage which maximises his 
chance of dominating its state change, this relat10n will ne,cessarlly, also, 
be one which max1mises the effect which hIs act1v1t1es exert upon its 
behav10ur (and, in the case Of certain assemblages like bra1ns, the effect, 
whIch Its activIty wIll exert upon him). Thus, any descriptIve model he 

.provides Is bIassed, s1nce it descrIbes a combIned system-he and the· 
assemblage interactIng very closely-rather than the assemblage Itself. HIs 
observations whIlst personally useful, wIll be taken from a viewpoint whIch 
changes to maxImIse the orig1nal objective and thus will neIther be Of much 
use to other observers or have the calibre of sclent1!lc results. 

:,:;·~~f;;::·. :\).·~ 
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Because of this there Is a tendancy to favour the External approach in 
which interaction Is deliberately minimised, to keep the observers relation 
well defined and repeatable, and to keep the assemblage unmodified by his 
actl vi ty. 

But however desirable, thIs external approach may, as noted above, prove 
impossible (both because of the type of enquIry which is made and because 
of the character of the assemblage). The assemblage appears indetermInate 
In Its ,behavIour to an observer who does not interact wIth It (that Is to 
say, his observatIons fall to satIsfy the consistency condItIons whIch 
have been examined). 

We have considered two reasons why an assemblage should appear indeter
minate, and if the assemblage is brain-like the Indeterminacy will be due, 
largely, to the second of these - namely - lack of relevance crIteria. In 
other words gIven that Bi may be related to some observable sequence and 
corresponding enti ty In (C) there is no means of tellIng what kind of 
sequence c'" it would be approprIate to examine. Thus the process of build- : 
Ing up a descrIptIve model, whIch requIres a set of ass.ertions, l1ke Bi ~ ,,' 
Cj proves ImpossIble. 

All the same, If the' assemblage Is braIn-lIke, the observer does not 
regard It as a 'Chance Machine l whIch Is the limit case encountered when - . 
indeterminacy is due to the first cause. If It were a IChance Machine I any 
kInd of observatIon would be fruItless - for example - it Is only necessary 
to examIne the bearIngs of a Roulette Wheel with sufficient accuracy in 
order to predIct its state. But the machine Is buIlt so that the accuracy 
may never ,by de flni tion, be achIeved, even though, the appropriate kind or 
observation is completely explicIt. On the other hand, if the assemblage is 
braIn-lIke, we use the fact that people do make sense out of partIcUlar 
kinds of InteractIon whIch braIns encourage but roulette wheels do not 
encourage to def1ne the kind of constructed - rather than natural - assem
plages whlch 'might behave as braIns, namely, those assemblages WhIch permit 
an observer to Interact wIth them and whIch, If he does interact, make 
sense but if he does not Interact with them appear Indeterminate. 
The relatIon of such an InteractIng observer to an assemblage of thIs kInd 
Is the E.Relation whIch has been defIned In SectIon 1. It ImplIes that the 
observer Is prepared to infer a similarity between hImself and the assem
blage in the sense that certain states of the assemblage appear to act, in 
Its workIngs, in the same way that concepts (and certaIn other entities) 
work in his own thinking process. Because he has Inferred th~ sImilari ty 
the observer may be able to regarct entitles A·, B]., •••.• and so on as being 

J ' 
equIvalent even though the argument which asserts why they are equivalent 
is not avaIlable. This specIal kind of equivalence Will be denoted by % so 
that if a pair of such entIties say Ci and Jj are equIvalent-. 

Ci % J j 
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To exemplify the relation, imagine the observer is training an animal 
(a dog or a hors(3) and that he sets up an Eo Relation with the animal -
as he would have to - in order to train it. For this purpose we use a sub 
frame (lJJ including physical stimulI and observations appropriate to 
animals i~e. observat1ons of movement, imply1ng pred1ctable att1tudes of 
the animal. As part of the training we wish to predict the occurrence of a 
behav10ur sequence UrI which implies lJrr . given an already observed 
behaviour sequence u I which implies some attitude of the animal lJr• The 
relation of Ur to lJIr is unknown and unavailable but a trainer will often 
establ1sh the equivalence -. 

lJr % J I and lJII % J II in which J r and J rI are "concepts", in the func
tional sense, described. Given Ut which leads to lJI the trainer employs, in 
the same functional sense, an argument like 'If lJr % J I then given J I I know 
what r would have done - namely - J II , and this allows him to predict 
Urr and frem this urI as an expected pattern of behaviour. 

Notably, the enquiries which are made to confirm this hypothesis (in 
general, whether or not the predic~ion is successful) have nothing to do 
with the mechanism inside the animal or with its logical characteristics. 
Rather, one asks whether the assumption of similarity (which implies using 
oneself as a kind of dynamic model) maximises the chance of achieving the 
requ1red objective, and in general makes it possible to interact more 
effect1vely with the. assemblage. 

" Under these circumstances it'would be fruitless to ask whether the 
.. 'trainer, by cont1nual training, had imposed -hiS way of thinking upon the 

animals decision process or whether due to continual proximity the. man had 
or dog-l1ke thoughts in his head. It seems impossible to usefully 

interacting system which have become 

. Second Set of criteria. 

. We now come to the second set of conditions whi~h were required, namely 
those which a 'Thinking' assemblage must satisfy. First of all, in the sub
frame (C), rather .than the sub-frame (lJ) any 'Thinking' assemblage must, at 
least, behave like the animal considered above with respect to a human 
operator. This much is open to empirical test and the manner of testing will 
be described in 2.8. 

For the. moment we require a phySical condition which may be used in con
structing such an assemblage and which will make it behave as ~equired. 

It must, in the first place, be possible for an observer to interact 
with the assemblage using stimuli or trials and using observations or mea
surements which are reasonable in the selected sub-frame (C) 

It is not diff1cult to ensure that an assemblage is responsive to an 
observer and modifies its' characteristics according to his behaviour. We 
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may refer to the f1rst of these requ1rements as Condition (6) and the 
second as Cond1tion (7) and, if both are satisfied, the assemblage will be 
able to interact wI th an observer. 

However, assum1ng thIs, an observer 1s d1s1nclined (for the reasons we 
have examIned) to Interact with an assemblage and, In general, he wIll 
only interact wIth it If (using the method of an external observer) he Is 
unable to obtain a consistent model. ThIs will occur when the reference 
frame of hIs observation is badly speclfled. 

Thus, an admlss1ble assemblage must satisfy a further condl tlon sajT, 
Condlt1on (8) whIch asserts that an assemblage must force the observer to 
Interact wlth It, in the sense that interactIon yields beneflts. It must 
be an assemblage for whi ch the re ference frame 1s badly specH1 ed and .we 
ar;e seeklng a physical 'condition on the assemblage which makes a well 
specifled reference frame d1fflcult or Imposs1ble to construct. 

It may be ImpossIble to derIve such a condItion In an entirely general 
form. The issue of what the observer is willing to call 'Entities' and 
'Attributes' is Involved. on the other hand the pos1tlon Is a little 
clearer withIn a partIcular, sub-frame, say (C). 

Thus, thlnk1ng 0 f braIn like assemblages composed of many Similar 
elements connected together the reference frame of an observation is only" 
well specIfied If there are definIte regions (llke.the audItory region of 
the real brain) which relate to the dIfferent enquiries (namelY en~Jiries, 
In (C) about the Issue of ,'Hearing'). If these exist it will be possible 
for an observer to ma1nta1n a known relationsh1p with the assemblage and 
to regard ent1t1es as $ equivalent. The fUnct10nal spec1f1c1ty need not, 
of course, be reglonal. It might equally well be histological, for example 
a statement like "All pyrammidal cells are motor neurones" specifies the 
kinds of object with which electrodes should be associated when an enquiry 
is made about motor activity. But it will avo1d confusion to keep the idea 
of regions principally in mind. 

When such def1n1te regions rail to exist the assemblage is necessarily 
observed in a badly specified reference frame. In th1s case $ equivalence 
is unachIevable, an .external obser/er is unable to make sense of the 
behav1our, and 1nteraction 1s favoured. Any assemblage - 1n (C) - which 
satisfies Condition (8) is of th1s kind. 

The condition for a constructed assemblage is thus that no region In the 
assemblage shall be assigned a specifIc function to serve. The term 
'RegIon' must be taken to include the smallest possible region, namely an 
element, that is, . one of the components, from which the assemblage Is 
bullt up. 

If the Condi tion (8) vias applied strictly each element In the assemblage 
. would be able to serve the same set of functIons as any other element - in 

other words elements would be regarded as completely undlfferent1ated raw 
materIal such that It mIght form amplifIers, storage dev1ces, or swItching 
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relays, and if it did form one of these functionally distInct entItles, such 
that It mIght change into another. , An assemblage of this k1nd, whIch will be 
def1ned a Pure E.Assemblage IS almost Impossible to descrIbe because, in the 

, Urst place, it could only be observed by an E. Related and interacting 
observer, and secondly, when he did observe It, his interaction, in the 
absence of any Internal constraints, would determine the functIon of the 
elements and the state changes of the assemblage. However a , 'Pure' 
E.Assemblage is not so Druch practically d1f!1cult to make (it may, indeed, 
be approached qui te closely) as iogicany dlHlcul t to manipulate. All the 
same, the idea of a Pure E. Assemblage provides some insight into the 
character of the E. Relation and those features which are present even in 
the majorltyof E.Assemblages (such as real ', l1fe brains) Where Condition (8) 

is applied With reservations. In other words, any E.ASsemblage Includes 
sanething akin to raw material, of elements, \.mich is unstable mtil some 
k1ndof interaction introduces a, 1>attern. 

The pattern' , namely a set of constraints Which may have a transIent 
existence or may perSIst, can arise , due to the Interaction of an observer. 
In this case the observer characterIses the assemblage according to Its 
existIng constra1nts, but equally, l).e modifIes 1 ts character accordIng to 
the constraints imposed upon his own actIvIty by his objectIve In making 
the observation. 
, ,.AlternatIvely, the pattern of constraInts may l?e bunt up internally, by 
Interactions between components whIch are indIstinct regions in the 

, E.Assemblage. It- Will bep,ossible to illustrate the existence of these 
'regions and to show that there 15 no essential d1 fference between such 
regIons and the apparently well def1ned reglons called observer and 

' assemblage. The overall process of development is ,the Growth Process which 
according to the present argument yIelds' Concepts' or entl ties Which are 
functIonally IdentIcal with' Concepts'. 

2.7. EXistine Constructed Assemblaees which satisfy some of the conditions. 

There are a number of already constructed and 'familiar assemblages which 
satisry thesecondi'tions With the exception of condition 2 and condition 8. 
The cond1tIonal probability machines developed by Uttley and Andrew (ref. 11). 
are, for example, in this category 'if' we regard them as associated with a 
control mechanIsm and able to interact with an observer Who forms part of 

, their enVironment. 
SUch a mechanism bu1lds up a model of its environment which is, ideallY, 

homomorphic with a pattern of behaviour in its environment. But, in order to 
do this, - the machine Drust have a number of constraInts imposed upon Its 
structure, so that at least the state changes in the environment which count 
as relevant events are well specifIed. 

&!1>Dose that the mach1ne 1s now assocIated w1 th a control mechanism, :md 
allowed to 1nteract w1th its enVironment, Includ1ng, perhaps~ an observer. 
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The resul ting behavIour will not, because of the initial constraint upon 
the kInd of model lt must buIld, satlsfy condlt10n 8. Further, suppose 
that lt encounters no state changes whIch are deemed relevant events, It 
must, (unless provided wIth some arbItrary rule to deal wlth the posslbl1-
1 ty), stop learning, and thus 1t fails to satisfy cond1tlon 2. 

In order to satlsfy conditlon 2, wlthout introduclng an arbitrary rest 
restrlctlon, a d1fferent prInciple of learning must be lntroduced. MacKay 
(ref. 10) has descrIbed a trial-making servomechanism wh1ch does sat1sfy 
this condition. It Is a machine whlch cont1nually makes trlals wh1ch are 
intended to modlfy its environment and to elicit an event whlch It is able 
to recogn1se. A rule 1s appl1ed such that, If a trIal Is made, the pro
bab1l1ty of 1 ts beIng made upon subsequent occasIons Is reduced. Thls rule Is 
rescInded If, and only if, an event Is ellclted by the trial and thIs 
event falls Into a rewarded sub-set of events, (such that all included 
events IndIcate some desired object1ve or state of the environment). SUch 
a machine will retain, in 1ts trial probabil1ty·reg1sters, a model which 
specifies those states whlch It assumed and which gave rise to events in 
the rewarded . sub-se t. 

There Is, of cou~se, a sense ln whlch a model of thls kind may be 
regarded as a model of the enVironment, but it is a qulte dIfferent model 
from the homomorphlc 1mage already considered. A machlne lIke the trial
making servomechanIsm 1s a relatIvely inefficient control system, which 
does, however, seek out the best kind of representation for achiev1ng the 
obJect1ve. Further, ln the absence of any recogn1sable event 1t wlll con
t1nue to make trials and will sat1sfy cond1t10n 2. although these tr1als 
w1ll become 1ncreasingly autonomous and equ1probable. 

George (ref.B) has env1saged a system wh1ch, In 1ts tr1al making, scans 
a var1ety of poss1ble relatIons between Itself and 1ts env1ronment. 

If the env1ronment fa11ed to ·y1eld any relevant and rewardable events 
th1s system would make different kinds 01 trial. The pattern of behaviour 
noted by Grey Walter (ref. 121 when a number of h1s condi t10nable tortoises 
Interact in the1r scanning activ1ty, 1s poss1bly dUe to the fact that the 
tortoIses torm such a <structure under these c1rcumstances. 

None of these mechanIsms really sat1sfy condl tlon 8. The scanning device 
might do so in the sense of asslgnlng dIfferent functIons to Its sensory 
and motor elements, but there 15 the over-rid1ng objectIon that these 
functions are preprogrammed In a scannlng rule. 
Thus, we are led to consider an assemblage whIch Is less of a machlne and 
more of a plexus o·t elements, these elements and thelr connections beIng 
specIfIed to satlsfy the conditIons for an acceptable assemblage. 

" 
2.8. The Choice of Physical Assemblafes. 

To satisfy condHlon 2 the assemblage may not be energetlcallY closed, 
slnce It lsrequlred to change lts state contlnually. on the other hand, 
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to satisfy conditions 3 and 4, it must, in mechanical terms, approach at 
each instant some' dynamic equ11ibr1um. From the requirements of cond1tion 1, 
the elements must have well defined functions, but from cond1tion 8 no 
element has a unique> fu.'1ction. Thus, we specify the elements, (and sub-sets 
of elements), as p~rform1ng a number of, (in the pure case, performing all 
possible), functions according to parameters which are determined by the 

> 
remaining elements in the assemblage, and in order to satisfy condition 6 
and cond1tion 7, any structure interacting with it. 

Choice of a quantity which is employed as a measure of the state of an 
observeable assemblage and another quantity which is the variable modified 
by an observer when he interacts w1th it, determines the physical form of 
assemblage which satisfies the above conditions. This choice is a matter 
of convenience and a state specifying measure of resistance, and a state 
modifying variable of current passed, were selected for the demonstration. 
Thus, the elements of the assemblage are resistive elements which undergo 
a lagged decrease in their effective resistance when current is passed 
through them. 

Twu kinds of assemblage will be examined and both of them appear in the 
demonstration. The elements in the first kind of assemblage are thermally 
sensitive resistances, (the temperature of which is increased by passing a 
current), which have a negative temperature co-efficient of reSistance, 
and wh1ch, (due to their thermal inertia), preserve a decreased value of 
effective resistance after the current which heats them up has ceased to 
pass. We envisage an IndefinItely large symmetrical plexus of such 
elements, so connected that a potential difference is maintained across it 
to satisfy condi tion 1, and such that the current passing through any 
element affects all of the other elements, and all of a symmetrically 
related sub-set of elements in a well determined manner. The overall effect, 
summed over the sub-set must result in "no change" on the average, (i.e. if 
some elements are made to pass more current, others are made to pass less 
current) • 

The least recognisable assemblage would be a region wi thin this in
defin1tely large plexus of elements in which the measured variable is 
conserved, i. e. the average reSistance value Is constant, (and, since the 
assemblage is to introduce no special kinds of structure, we also requ1re 
that the "average value" Of effective resistance of each element in this 
reg10n Is constant). To satisfy this and the remaining conditions, we 
require a lim1t wh1ch may either be provided by conditions on the'indefin
itely large plexus, or more practically by 1ntroducing constant current 
mechanisms at the boundaries of some observable region in the plexus. It 

"1s worth noting that w1thout these mechanisms the current pass1ng through 
,. the region w1l1 increase indefinitely and that w1 th constant current 

<mechanisms at the boundaries of the region alone, the result will be that 
,)\{ some paths in a plexus w1l1 pass an increasing current, (for the elements 
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included in these paths will undergo a decreasing resistance), at the 
expense of the other possible paths ~~ich will thus be starved of current. 

; hi 'I 

To overcome this difficulty we may arrange non-linear current amp11fiers, 
which rece1ve as an input, the effective resistance value between a pair of 
nodes in the plexus and cause a larger decrease in resistance, (by passing 
current), in two or more symmetrically related pairs of nodes. 

The structure is illustrated for some of the symmetrical plexi which have 
been eY~ibited by Corbett (ref.n in fir. 2. The effect of such a feedback 
loop is summarised in a rule which says -

"If, in a finite assemblage, a change occurs thiS change may be per
petuated, (by such a feedback loop), in some other part, (or str1ctly 
in all other parts), of the assemblage. The ultimate result of this 
procedure will be obliteration of the original change. 
thus, if we regard the allowed current as a limited amount of currency 

with Which structures, (1. e. patterns of elements with different effective 
reSistances), may be buIlt, there is not suff1cient currency to permit 
building a structure everywhere in the plexus. The amplifiers, (by their 
feedback connections), initiate its construction at many pOints, and each 

SYM METRICAL 
CONNECTION OF 
AMPLIFIERS IN 
PLEXUS ---
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of the buIldIng schemes must compete for the avaIlable currency. If the 
. plexus Is connected symmetrically, and 1! the gaIn of the ampl1f1ers Is 

suf!1clent, (Which is ensured in the constructional plan), the Ini tlal 
"buIlding scheme~ Is least lIkely to have success in this competition, 
(since the feed-bac/.. process involving the ampl1fiers Is cwnulative). Thus, 
other thIngs beIng equal, which they will be if the assemblage is undis
turbed, the feedback' process tends to oppose the original sequence of 
events, (namely increasing path current leading to decreas1ng effective 
path resistance), whIch, on its own, determines that the assemblage would 
be stable w1th one path conducting and the others starved of current. 
Combination of the cumulative feedback process wIth each original sequence, 
(I.e. with each possible path), specified a set of dYnamiC equilibrIa and 
there Is one such set of dynamic equIlibrIa for each cumulative sequence. 
The assemblage wIll approach each of these dYnamic equilibrIa, namely each 
member of each set, with a probability of approaching anyone, (at some 
arbItrarIly selected Instant), determined by the symmetries of the plexus 
connections. 

SUch a system is a special case of the multlstable and ultrastable 
systems whIch have been defined and discussed by Ashby (ref.1). The analogy 
appears if we regard each of the 'possible "paths" as specIfying a set of 
"cr1tical" points In the cr1tlCal surface of Ashby's phase space, (the set 
of dynamIc equilibrIa are specified by the set of parameter changes which 
keep the state representIng point of the ultra-stable system in the 
admIssible region of its phase space). 

A system of this kInd is also able to learn in the sense that, If It is 
dIsturbed the behavIour whIch has been described Is modIfIed, to Include so 
far as possIble, the dIsturbing effect. In general, the system becomes in
creasIngly sensItive to any dIsturbance. Thus, new dYnamic equilibria 
become possible, and sInce each of these represents a recognIsable pattern 
of be~aviour, the set of possible behaviours, (WhIch an observer mI~t dIs
cern and Which are characterised with sequences like -

C"'(i) = (cu,t. Cv ,t+l' ••••• cs ,ttr) for the 
dynamIc equilibriUm Ci ) Is enlarged. 

The elements in the assemblage, with the possiole exception of the 
current amplifIers, may not, after an interval of activity; be ascribed a 
particular function. The function of each element and each region of 
elements is continually and unpredictably changing, so that any assertion 
made about its function would be ambiguous. 

A number of the possible functions vlhich an element can serve will be 
indicated. In the fIrst place any element ~as a thermal inertia Which makes 
it a possible storage device. If current is passed its subsequent state is 
modIfIed and although, if the current were entirely discontinued, the 
element would return to its previous state after an interval, the posItion 
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in practice is more involved because some current is being passed at each 
instant. Thus, the result of a current increase is to modify the current 
passing characteristics of some region in the plexus in a manner which 
depends upon tIle magni tude of the increase in current and upon the pat tern 
in which each element is included. 

Suppose a plexus in .a plane, and a node in the plexus which receives 
only one connection from higher, (more posi ti ve), nodes, whilst sending, (by 
way of intervening elements), a number of connections to lower, and more 
negative nodes. In this case, let anyone of these lower paths assume a low 
effective resistance, this will lead to a decrease in the chance of all of 
the other pathp becoming low in effective resistance, since there will be a 
reduction in the potential across the entire set, as in fig. 3. Thus, one of 
the lower paths will tend to be current passing and the others will be high 
resistance paths. In this sense the elements act as non linear devices which 
determine binary events in a set of continuously changing variables. 

In the same sense the elements may perform a binary transformation, that 
is to say, they may act as switching elements. Thus, in fig. 3 the one lower 
element with a low resistance is the Imade l contact of a I switchl , the other 
positions of which would be selected by some other element being low resis
tance. The one connectlon from upper elements in the plexus may, in this 
manner, be regarded as the made contact of a higher switch. As indicated in 
fig. LI the s"'itch may also be one to many or many to one. In fig. lJ 

the current limitation is assumed such that more than one of the lower 
elements 1s possibly of low effective resistance. 

It 1s possible to devise a kind of amplifying region in the plexus, in 
the sense that a small change in effective resistance in one element will 
yield a large change in the current passing through some other set of 
elements. Th1s would remove the necessity for separate current amplifiers, 
but, in practice, the characteristic is difficult to achieve. A more sen
sible method of unifying the function of elements would be to redefine 
each element as lncluding a local energy source, and to do away with the 
potential difference across the observeable assemblage. Plexi of a Similar 
kind have been made and shown to have self organis1ng and information 
organising characteristics (ref. 7). 

The really arbitrary feature of this plexus does not, however, reside 
in the character of its elements, but in the fact that a pure E. assemblage 
should be a completely connected plexus. This ideal Is almost impossible to 
reach, but it is possible to see that if the various degrees of freedom 
used up in specifying the symmetries of a real life plexus were available, 
the elements would act like raw material from which any assemblage might be 
bUilt. 

Rather than consider approximations to this ideal, it seemed more profi
table to see if the required characteristics were shOwn by a dUferent 
mechanism. At any rate, I made a guess about this different kind of machine. 
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The guess w s that the effect of adding further 1n1tIal degrees of 
freedom to a p exus of parametrIcally varIable elements 1s ach1eved, 
b1010gIcally, 1 a less clumsy manner, namely by prov1ding raw mater1al 

. Of unstructure but structureable elements, the surround1ngs or an embryo 
wilen 1 t starts to grow, belng a case In p01nt. The surround1ngs Of an 
embryo are d1s rganised elements, 1n the sense that with1n Wlde 11mits, its 
development is genetically determined, (and relatively unarrected by the 
parameters of its surroundings), and I regard these surrounding elements 
as an assembla • The limited currency cond1tion is a requirement, deter
mined energetIc lly, which limi ts the amount of organising activi ty which 
may take place in a unit Interval. As the surroundings are organised, in 
other words, as elements whIch were 1nitally raw material in the assemblage 
have some tunc on determined, we say that the embryo grows, (and, lOOking 
at I~ at this stage in its development, we also say that It is now con
siderably affected by its surroundIngs which are, however, largely deter
mined by the em ryo itself). For the present purpose I regard the develop
ment of the emb yo as equIvalent to the growth of a concept in the asse~ 
bIage, in the s nse that I can assign to the continually changing entity 
called "embryo" at each instant, certain functIonal characteristIcs, (the 
uses of a conce t). In this analogy either "the observer" or a "specialised 
.region" which i teracts with an assemblage is equivalent to the genetIcally 
determIned stru ture which 1s the ancestor of the "embryo". 

It 15 posslb e to make a mechanIcal analogue Of such a process and this 
will be called he second kind of assemblage. DescrIptIvely It has many 
advantages. WhIst the entity whIch represents, (and acts as) a concept, , In 
the fIrst kind f assemblage, Is an organised regIon whIch Is continually 
changing and rna only be detected by usIng a rather involved electrical 
method, the ent ty whIch represents and acts as a concept In the second 
kind of assembl ge Is a solId object which, (although it is beIng contin
ually rebuilt d reorganIsed) may be examined or photographed. 

In an assemb age of the second kind the plexus Is replaced by a conduct
ing plane, with 'electrodes which correspond to the nodes in the plexus, 
and a conductin material which is a solution of metallic iOns, (whIch are 
the elements). nst In solution" the elements have no function assIgned 
to them. To hav a functIon, they must come out of solution, and form part ' 
of a metallic t read which has, (compared wIth the resIstance of the 
solutIon), ave y low res1stance. SUch threads tend to develop along lInes 
of maximum curr n t passIng be tween the electrodes, and these lines are 
determined by a fIeld distr1bution In the conducting plane, comparable to 
the current pat dIstrIbutIon 1n the previously descrIbed "plexus'. 
Clearly these t reads will tend to develop from the nodes where current 
passes into and out of the solution, and at wh1ch' there are constanv
current mechani s which allow only so much current to pass per unit 
interval. 
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The initial ?ehaviour of the system is similar to the previously des
cribed plexus, since the thread which develops between a pair of nodes 
across which there is a potential differer.ce, tends to reduce the resistance 
between these nodes. However, the field distribution In the plane is not 
only determined by the potentials at the electrodes, (i.e. at the nodes), 
but also ,by the disposition of these electrodes. The threads which develop 
from the electrodes act, in this case~ to extend the electrodes and thus to 
modify their disposition, and the process leads to a continual change. 
Further, the existence of a thread depends upon sufficient current passing 
through it, Since there is a tendency for it to dissolve into the surround
ing solution. TITuS we may regard some threads as more stable than others, 
according both to their own form and the form of the surrounding threads, 
and if a thread tends to dissolve, it is not u~ually the case that its 
disappearance recapitulates its building. 

The pattern of threads which exists at any instant is thus a structure 
in dynam1c equilibrium. In the undisturbed assemblage the system w111 pass 
through a var1ety of dynamic equilibria which are stable under the current 
11mita ti ons. 

The two kinds of assemblage are thus comparable, and if the first assem
blage were made very large and completely connected they would tend to 
isomorphism. However, for all practical purposesi we may usefully distinguish 
the first assemblage as "learning network", ("the network problem" having 
been solved initially by the deSigner, who introduces certain symmetr1es 1n 
the plexus), and the second assemblage as a system in which the "network 
problem", (again of a "learning network") is solved as'a part of the learn-
1ng process. The d1st1nction is not very sharp, but on common sense grounds 
I should call the second, but not the first assemblage, "self bu1ld1ng", 
and say that.it illustrates a "growth process". 

2.9. EXperimental Hypotheses 

We are now in a pos1tion to examine a real life assemblage and to confirm 
or refute a number of experimental hypotheses.' These seem to fall under two 
well defined headings. . 

The fIrst set of hypotheses refer to enquir1es about whether or not the 
assemblage, (whIch Is available for demonstration), does, 'In fact, satIsfy 
the condItions. we have dIscussed and In partIcular does It exhIbIt the 
characterIstIcs of a developing embryo, (withIn the terms of my analogy)'. 
If so, a second enquIry becomes reasonable, namely, Is thIs bIologIcal 
analogy approprIate for representing the growth of a concept. 

The hypotheses which refer to the second enquiry concern whether or not 
an observer may be ~ related to the assemblage, and whether or not adopt
ing an E. relatlonship yields any advantage in the sense of achieving a 
number of reasonable objectives, (dynamic equIlibria In the assemblage). 
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The experiments, (which will be realised in practice) are described in 3.2., 
an'd involve the idea of a !ini te sequence of observations made by a real 

. observer, i.e. any person who wishes. This sequence may be selected by the 
observer who must, however, choose between the alternatives of (i) making 
many different observations in a manner which does not· appreciably affect 
the state of the assemblage and then providing some rule by which the para
meters of the' assemblage are modHied to achieve the objective, or (11) on 
the other hand, mak1ng fewer observations in an interactive manner, which 

. does affect the assemblage. In this case the objective must be achieving as 
part of the interactive process. 

The latter observer may be, whilst the former may not be, E. related to 
the assemblage. It is possible to demonstrate that the latter course of 
action leads to success, though the former does not achieve the objective it 
a finite interval. Further, it will be possible to perform an experiment 
which overcomes, to some extent, the comment that given this, and given a real 
observer, the issue of E. relations still depends upon personal evaluation. 

2.10 
The demonstration assemblage is of the second kind which has been dis

cussed. The experiments examined in 3.1. are performed upon this part of the 
demonstration. In order to associate thls assemblage with an observation 
sequence, an assemblage of the first kind, (namely a symmetr1cal plexus of 
elements), has been 1ntroduced and has exactly the same status, (in the 
demonstrat1on) '. as a. specialised region in a real brain. 

It Is, in other words, a region in which there is a certain amount of 
functional speCialisation. An interacting observer determines the state of 
this region knowing that it means something to take current from, or to. 
make an observation at, a specified node. But, as we shall see later - in 
the exPeriment~s knowledge does not amount to certainty. 

SECTION :; 

3.1. Experiments to demonstrate the physical characteristics of an assemblafe. 

I. The assemblage must show a self building characteristic. If we regard 
the metalliC thread as a decision-mak1ng device, in the sense that its pre
sence gives rise to a current flow which selects one alternative, and its 
modi~lcatlon gives rise to a different pattern of current flow which selects 
another alternative, we require that if a problem is found insoluble using a 
specified thread distribution, the assemblage will tend to bul1d itself into 
a new deciSion mak1ng device, able to reach a solution to the problem. 

The experiment which is intended to show this characteristic is illust
rated in fie.B, where points 'X, and 'Y' are nodes, more positive than node 
'8', so that if the Intervenlngplane is an assemblage of the second kind, 
a metallic thread wlll tend to develop from'S'. to either 'x' or I·Y'. In the 
simplest case, which is obtained by mak1ng 'X' assume a hlgh positive 
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paten tlal, we determine an ini tle.l current path towards IXI and thus ensure 
development of a thread along this path. Let this occur in an interval 
t Z _ t i , and at the instant t z we change the parameters of the system so 
that IXI and Iyl have, Wi th respect to the thread \-mich is now terminating 
at the point Ipl, an equal but relatively positive potential, so that 
the further path of the thread is ambiguous. Development of the thread in 
an interval t3 - t2 in which this new set of parameters apply, depends upon 
the form assumed by the thread, the current which it is able to pass, (due 
to the "currency" limi tations), and the surrounding threads, (Which detel'
mine details of the field in parts of the thread other than Its terminal 
point Ipl, and which may, for example, make the thread assume a posi tive 
rather than a negative polarity with respect to IXI and' iyl within this 
interval). We shall consider, for the moment, only four of the possible 
alternatives. -

(i) The thread takes an intermediate path, or 
(11) It approaches lXI, or 

(111). It approaches fyi, or 
(i v) It blfurca tes. 

Of these, ,the possibilities, (i), (11) and (11i) may occur if little 
current is available, and might occur Wi thin any computing machine pre
sented With thIs deciSion. We are Interested, however, in (iv) which is 
most likely if the current Is available and vmlch Is shown in fi~. 6. 

I f, at the Instant t3 the parameters are returned to the values assU.rned 
in -the interval t z - t1 the behaviour of the assemblage Will be quite 
different. Since it Is the behaViour of a double thread, (I.e. a bifurcated) 
assemblage which determines an entirely different field distribution, the 
behaviour in the interval t4 - t3 IMJuld not be predictable from observations 
made in the interval t2 - t1' vmen Similar parameter values applied., 'lhus, 
an Observer would say that the assemblage learned and modified its ' 
behav1our, or looking inside the system, that it built up a structure 
adapted to deal1ng wi th an otherwise insoluble amb1gui ty. in its surround-. 
1ngs, (i.e. the ambiguous parameter values, in the,interval t3-t~. " 
II. The assemblage must always exhibit this kind of behaviour unless its 
surroundings are ,entirely determined. 'To show this we determ1ne a unicpe ' 
current path to the nearest practical approximation, and observe that the 
thread develops by a process of abortive trial, namely, it bifurcates con
t1nually, but most of the bifurcations are abortive, and the dominant .. ", 
bifurcation is predictable. , ' 
III. When we say that a system adapts to deal with, (or to assume a dynamiC 
equilibrium with respect to), its surroundings we imply a certain foresight 
on the part of the system, (thus we imply, at least, a supposi tion that 
these surr01illdings will p ers1 st un til the modi f1 cations are compl eted). An 
admissible assemblage should have a degree of foresight which increases as 
it develops. Although th1s cannot appear, directly, a Similar characteristic 
may be ShOWl -
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(1) Development of a structure of th;-eads Is a compet1tIve process, 
by defInItIon. and by examining the system. 

(11) In th1s case, 1! there are tv.o structures 0 f threads, say 'U' 
and 'V, in fif.7 there may be a stage In theIr development at v.hIch 
one of these will dIssolve In favour of the other, perhaps, in the 
manner IndIcated. The one whIch does not dIssolve is saId to domInate, 
or to be more stable than, the other. &lppose that lUI Is a structure 
\oohich has been buIlt up In one part of the assemblage and has been In 
equIlIbrIum with a very variable set of parameter values, \oohllst 'V' 
has developed independently, (that Is to say, In relatIve Independence 
of the other, though It cannot have been completely Independent by 
definItIon). Suppose, further, that the structure 'V' has developed in 
fairly InvarIant condItIons. At some instant lUI, and 'V' will be In 
competl tlon, due to the 11mi tations, (both the current 11m! tations and , 
the spatIal lImItatIons of the plane), whIch are, imposed by an assem-
blage, and that' one or the other must be dIssolved. Then the probabllI ty 

that 'V' will di ssel ve Is very much 'greater than the probabllI ty that 
'u' will be,dIssolved. 
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IV. If lUI and I VI had beell structures develotJed in comparable surround
ings, it is possible that they would have combined and that, on. examining 
the sys tern, we shoul d have agreed -

(i) That the development of lUI was assisted by the presence of the 
struccure IV' and vice versa, 

(11) That lUI and IVI were no longer distinct, but should be regarded 
as a combined system. 
In tenns of the theory of games, this process Is "cooperation", and the 

combination is a ncoell tionn. FUrther, in view of III we see that staFDle 
coali tions w111 only occur between, and \~ill, thus, only accelerate the 
development of, comparable stable and dominant structures. In III and IV 
we have a selective principle Itlhich says that a self building assemblage 
tends to develop along a dominant pattern, but if several structures are 
dominan t, a coali tion is more likely to be stabl e. 

Finally, some comment 1 s needed regarding the sense in \:<hich an assem
blage of this kind has. a memory. In what sense, for example, is a pattern 
retained invariant, and would it be possible to say of such as assemblage, 
as it v.ould be of an organiC system, that it preserve4 an organisation 
even though the elements v.hich mediated the organisation were continually 
changing. 
V. 'Th~ first part of the experiment \:<hich may or may not be convincing is 
to modify the assemblage by pouring away some 0 f the solu tion, and shoWing 
that this does not greatly modi fy its behaviour. One might argue that there 
is no reason why it shOUld, yet v.hilst this is the case, there is every 
reason why such a drastiC modification of most deCision making or learning 
assemblages v.ould be important. 

'The second part 0 f the' exp erimen tIs to show regeneration 0 f a thread. 
The experiment is indicated in fi~.8, where the thread IJI is assumed to 
have developed under condi tions say, '1', which have just been modi fled to 
other condi tions, say the condi tlons '11', such that, under the condi tlons 
IMI an entirely different thread would have developed. 

At this point the thread IJI is cut and a portion Is removed. 'The thread 
IJI will now be regenerated by a process which involves dissolving away at 
the edge Igl, and depos1tion of elements dissolved into solution at the 
tenninal pOint, 'm' of IJI. The regenerated IJI never catches up with the 
old thread, but, for quite marked differences, between the field distribu
tion determined by Iml and determined by 'LI, lts preCise replica ls pro
duced, after an in te rval needed for regenera ti on to occur. In 0 ther words, 
the existence of the structure 'JI has constrained the assemblage so that 
even if the actual structure is modified, and the field surrounding it is 
modi fled; the pattern Will be retained. 

There is, ln addi tion, a fairly good analogy between the various stages 
of "determination" .in the bIological system, and the various stages of 
modificatIon and partial regeneration ~ich occur, H the regenerating 
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thread 'J' is subjected to an increaslngiy incompatible field distribution~ 
The evidence taken as a whole, supports the view that regeneration and non 
speci fic forms of memory occur in an assemblage of this kind. 

These characteristi cs nay be described in terms 0 f a sequence 0 f con
straints which are necessarily imposed upon an assemblage. It is clear that 
any constraint will init1,ate activity Which tends to remove the constraint 
and to bring the assemblage into djl1amlc equilibrium with its surroundings. 
However, the self building characterIstic implies that the modifications 
Which occur necessarily produce further constraints and these function in a 
Similar manner, as ancestors determining the next constraints. 

Although, it 1s the case that constraints which determine a stable 
pa ttem tend to persist, and are recap1 tulated, the assertlon that one 
pattern is more stable than another, may only be interpreted Wi th reference 
to a partlcular environment in \~hlch the stablli ty is achieved. Since the 
en vi ronmen t becomes increasingly determined by the constraints wh1 ch are 
developed the interpretation is thus being continually modified. 

3.2. The Experiments which show the advanta~e of an E. relationship. 

The second set of experiments have already been introduced by the diS
cussion in 2.9, and are performed upon the demonstration as a whole, which 
1s shown in fi~. 5. 

An observer 1n (C) Is required to achieve one or more objectives, (namelY 
dynamic equqi~rla) denoted Cj and impl1ed by the existence of observeable 
sequences Cj - [cu.t' CV • t +1' ..... CS.t+TJ. 

The vectors Cu have components which refer to different meters in the 
observer's display, (in the present machine there are four such components), 
and these meters indicate the effective resistances of the elements inters
posed between speci fled pa1rs of nodes. 

In order to achieve the Objective, an observer may either decide to 
adOpt a non interactive or and interactive approach. If he prefers a non 
interactive approach as he would if he were an "external observer", he is 
allowed to select an observation sequence of n alternative sample loci each 
of Wh1ch defines a different vector cu' These sample loci are associated 
automatically With the meters via a scann1ng mechanism which moves on at 
each observation, (fi~. 8) •. The next observation, at each stage, is deter
mined partly by the observation sequence selected initially, and partly by 
the observer, \<ho 1s allowed to select one amongst a !lni te mnnber P of 
alternat1ve next obserVatlons, by pressing one of P alternative buttons. 
< Thus, the observer is able to modify his observations according to What 
he has already observed, with1n the limits of which hc is aware at the 

,outset. In terms of the theory of games, the observer is a player, his sct 
of pure strategies, the set of tours across sample 10c1, and the pure 
strategy he adopts the tour he determines by the procedure described above •. , 
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If he adopts the interactive or 'partic1pant l approach he has, with two 
exceptions, the same facilities. The exceptions are that his set of pure 
strategies 1ncludes only m sample loci with, n }> m and that, whenever an 
observation is made, curren t is taken, via a Test Node, from, the assemblage 
which thus modifies its state. This current which is taken may be regarded 
as the price which is paid for observing an assemblage. 

If the assemblage behaves like most of the physical assemblages which 
are examined, the observer with m very much less than n would be at a dis
advantage. He would have less chance of specifying a model adequate to 
determine a rule for achieving the objective. Again, he would always have 
to pay the price of modifying the assemblage and still further, reduc~g 
his chance of finding a real consistency in his observable sequence Ci • 
However, it may be shown that observers who prefer to interact succeed in 
achieving quite generally specified objectives Ci and report that they do 
this by using the ability to interact with such an assemblage in much the 
same way that an animal trainer uses his ability to interact with an animal. 

In particular it is impossible, without further enquiry, to comment 
upon the relation between an observer in these experiments and a subject 
in the experiments performed"by Bruner, Goodnow and Austin, (ref. ~ which 
were examined at the outset of the discussion. Some comment on thIs score 
Is necessary. For example, it must be possible to say how an objectIve is 
related to one Of Bruner, Goodnow and Austin'S problems, and how finding 
an objective is related to finding the solutIon to such a problem. G1ven 
this, a calculus for describing qnd using these systems as thinking 
mecnanisms is at least conceivable. Without it, the state changes of the 
assemblage show a close relationship to concept formation; but serve only 
as an analogy. Again, given this, we are in a position to set real problems 
and find, experimentally, if they are solved, but without it, a "solution" 
does not have the precise meaning of "solution" 1n .the game of th1nkIng. 

SECTION 4 

4.1. Mechanical Simulation of the Real Observer 

As a f1rst step in this direct10n I shall assume a particular interpre
tation of the game which these authors describe. In this interpretation, 
the game, (played by a real subject), Is a competition of part of a man, 
(narr.elya part of the subject's braIn which is aware of and tryIng to 
solve a problem), with the remaInder of the man. Thus, the authors examine 
for each problem various logical strategies which might be adopted for 
solvIng it. Some of these, for example, require a good deal of memory 
capacity, some involve taking riSks, and some are safe but slow. I am 
assuming that the problem solving part of the brain tends to adopt one or 
another of these strategies accordIng to the facilItIes available, I.e. 
according to a bargain it Is able to make with the remaining part of the 
brain. Thus, if it Is possible to have memory capacity available, and H 
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the strategy which taxes the memory is efficient, this strategy will be 
selected. on the other hand, it would not be selected, however efficient, 
if memory were not available. 

My main justification for adopting this view is the fact that it leads 
to a coherent picture in terms of the present argument. The interacting 
observer is clearly a player in the position of the part of the man which 
~s aware of and trying to solve a problem. The assemblage is the remainder 
of the brain which may, (according to the play of the game) ~ be used to 
serve various functions in solving a problem, (that is to say, in achieving 
an objective which lmplies some state of the combined system). 

Assuming, for the moment, that these relations are justified we must 
examine the decision function which is used by an interacting observer. In 
order to do this we shall replace the real observer by a mechanism of the 
kind described by l1acKay (ref. 10) as a trial-making servomechanism. SUch a 
device will be able to construct, in the manner which we discussed pre
viously, a decision function which is appropriate for achieving (1) maximum 
interaction with the assemblage, and (ii) the specified objective, provid
Ing that It is possible to defIne -

(I) A function e which increases wIth increasing Interaction, and 
(II) A function ~1 which increases as an objective Ci lmplied by ci is 
approached. 
The ' function e may be specl fled quite generally for the assemblage con

cerned:~.since (in order to modlfy the state of an assemblage), an interact
ing observer must be able to take current from the assemblage. It is also 
intuitively clear, (and It may be shown at least In particular systems), 

, that this depends, in the case of an observer wIth a finite set of test 
. nOdes ' ,a:~. WhiCh current may be taken, upon his previous behaviour. If, for 

exampl,e;he has adopted a .strategy Which has led to a set of low resistance 
paths which tenninate at the sub-set of nodes ,which are visited, then he 

, w1l1be:able, by taking current at these nodes, to exert a large e Hec t 
upon the state of the assemblage. We thus, define the current taken as the 
"price" of an observation, as ~, and specify a constant current servo
mechanism, as shown in fifo 10 which takes this amount of current from each 
of the test nodes visited. We then define e as inversely proportional to 
the feedback needed in thiS servomechanism in order to take a current ~ 
from the assemblage. 

The function ~i is, however, restrict1ve, s1nce it may only be defined 
for a few of the possible dynamiC equ1l1bria Ci , and this difficulty will 
be dealt wi th In a momen t. 

An appropriate kind of trial-making servomechanIsm Is shown In fi~. 10, 
and involves a few developments of the original device. It has been assumed 
In fi~.8 that the vectors Cu have two components c 1 and c 2' and that a 
blnary .vector Y = Yl' Y2 is elaborated by means of a resolver circuit. A 
resolver circuit is the mechanism which embodies the ' rule, employed by a 
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trial-making servomechanism which we have discussed, namely the rule which 
asserts that if the input event Y = 1,0 occurs, its subsequent occurrence is 
made less likely, (and similarly for Y = 0,1). We restrict the set of input 
events to (Y = 0,0), (Y = 1,0), and (Y = 0,1), by the condition that 
Yl + Y2 = 1, and we make Y = 0,0 assume a probability of occurrence which is 
nearly a by defining a process which tends always to make both Y = 1,0 and 
Y = 0,1 occur, (this is acllieved, in practice, by the mechanism involving 
the condensers). Since Y = 1,1 is prohibited one event inhibits the other. 
But, supposing one input event occurs, its probability of occurring upon 
subsequent occasions is reduced and thus the probability of the other 
occurring 1s increased. The input vector Cu is now applied to the resolver, 
as shown in fifo 10, so that it biases the chance of one or the other input 
event occurring, for without this bias each input event would occur 
equiprobably. 

The scanning mechanism, shoi'm in fii. 9. moves an observer 's tes t node 
and sample nodes across the sub-set of nodes included in his set of pure 
strategies. The set of four storage condensers in the matrix ~ (PI are 
specified differently for each position of the scanning mechanism. Thus, if 
there are a pOSitions there will be 4' (a) condensers in the matrix t corres
ponding to sub-sets of entries ~ (P). 

The potentials associated with these storage condensers are the entries 
in a deCision function matrix which is built up as a result of the in
teraction. Thus, at the p-th position of the scanning mechanism, some of 
the storage condensers are charged via a constant resistance from a 
potential of value e rp )" hi, (PJJ in which e(pj is the value of e at P. 
iJi. (pj is the value of iJi at (p) and in which 1 > e > a and 1 > 17i > O. 

The particular storage condenser in ;(p) which is charged is in the 
column relating to the input event which occurs on the occasion concerned. 
and in the row which, (as we shall show.in a moment), corresponds to the 
output event or decision to which this input event gives rIse. ThUs, the 
entry in this pos1tion in f(p) is the average reward achieved, (by the 
trial making servomechanism assuming this particular input and outIlut 
state), and the distribution of these entries is thus a decision function. 

We assume in fifo 10 that a decision is made be tween two alternative 
next observations one of which is selected if a binary vector X ~. 1,0 and 
one if X = 0, 1. 

The vectors X occur as the output of a resolver circuit, shown as an 
"output resolver" in fifo 10, and comparable to the "input resolver- Wllich 
determines the values of Y. The resolver would IlrodUce, without any bias, 
equiprobable output events, and thus deCisions. It is biased, however, at 
the p-th position of the scanning mechanism by the quantity Y(P) (~(Pl)' 
Thus, the decision function determines the deCision (for sIlecified Cu and Yl, 
and the deCision made gives rise to a selection, (for specified cu' Y, and 
Xl, of the entry in ~(P) which is modified on this occasion. 
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If a I;air a .and f3 of similar trIal-making servomechanisms are made to 
. lnteractwi th an assemblage, both of them trying to interact maximally, 
butnelther being.restricted to reach a partIcular objective, it is 

sslble to recognIse increasing reglonsof organisation in the assemblage, 
ch have a or f3 as ancestors. Eventually a metastable state is achieved 
. thIS Will be de!1ned as a solution. . 
Upto\ thls polnt1t would have beenposstble (and thls may be demon

rated)t tomodHY the ava1lab1lity of current in the assemblage, and to . . ., ... ' . { 

taln.\two' consistent ltlnds ' Of response, one response for a, and one for /3, 
Indeeci:;, thIs is usually the only way In \o.bi ch a' and f3 maybe dl stingui shed) • 
rte~th~s' j)olnt, although. a change may occur, there lsno consistent kind 
! . response and I thus assume there is no dl Herence in the preference 

...• orcterlngsof a, ' and (3. But the only distInction between a and /3 was of 
" thlSltlnd1:~, Thus, I assume that there 15 now one large coal1tion, or one 

. ': comOlned ;BYstem and In any case so far as the dealings I am allowed to 
' have' wltliYtheaSsemblage are concerned, . the distinguIshing of a and f3 is 
. no longer' \ise tul. 

A solutIon of this kind 15 a compromise effected between players which 
may be arbitrar1ly defined reglons in the assemblage, (the introduction of 
the trial-mak1ng servomechanisms makes the process easi er to describe and 
easier to demonstrate, but the ar!?'}J111ent applies to any reglon specified). 
The form .of these reglons \o.blch behave as players Is detennined by my own 
reference~rame In tenns of \'.bich I talk about problem solution. A sub
frame of< this reference frame characterises the solution and a solution is 
said to occur Wlen using the mode of interaction allowed in the sub-frame, 
I am able to make no userul distinction ofreg!ons in the assemblage. 

Finally there is a way in Wlich I can fonn a solution, or arrive at a 
compromise, or deal Wi th a problem which is stated in my own terms. Namely, 
I can say Iollat a solut1on means. This will be the case if, instead of 
talking about solutions and dynamic equllbria, I interact with the assem
blage, regard 1 t as s1milar in a functional manner, and employ it as an 
extension Of my think1ng process. 
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